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ABOUT THE GUITD & THE NEWSTETTEB
Membership of the Guild is open to anyone having an
interest in pottery 8t offers the members many
opponunities each year to see the top potters
demonstrating their skills. ln addition, an annual Open
Day is held with demonstrations. Exhibitions, visits and
workshops are also organised at various times.

Membership Rates: as from Oct.l'98 Family - e 18.5O
Single - f.15.50
Student- L 7.5O

Send your cheque, made payable to D.C.P.C., to Digby
Stott, "Broomfield", 36 Box Lane, Boxmoor, Herts.,
HP3 ODl tel: Ol 442 250540. (lf ioining after March,
please phone for a reduced introductory rate).

The Dacorum el Chiltern Potters Guild Newsletter is

published quarterly in February May, August and

November, being distributed free to all members of the
Cuild, other craft groups 8t organisations. Contributions
to the Newsletter are always welcome (s.a.e. please with
any items to be returned). Opinions expressed in items
published do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
Committee or Cuild members as a whole; nor is the
Cuild responsible For the content of individual
advenisements printed in the Newsletter.

BEPRODUCTIOIU OF NEWSTETTER ABTICLES
Articles in this Newsletter are the copyright of the Guild
or the Author unless otherwise attributed 8[ may not be

reproduced, copied or used in any way without the
permission of the Guild or the Author.

Copy dates
(latest receipt of material for typing)
6'h ]anuary
6'h April
6'h luly
5'h October

Publication dates

February
May
August
November

We can book space ahead ol the copy date but, in
general, need the final artwork not later than THREE
DAYS after the copy date.

ADVERTISING RATES:

Creative, technical and consultative services

Kiln equipment supplied and installed
Maintenance of pottery equiPment
Workshop design and installation
Health & Safety advice & surveYs

Clay & Glaze technologY
Staff. training

Spccielist clur3et nrn for Pottcrr, t rcherc & technicient
Understanding and Developing Cerrmic Ghze

Health & SafetY in Ceramicc
Technical AgFcts of Ceramice

ClaY in thc Curriculum
Kiln firing - including eafety aapects

Developrng glazee rnd the ComPuter

Proprietor Jonethan Switzmrn BA PGCE

Tutor rt Brunel Univereity, the City Lit & South Thames College
Recognired reseller for Kilns & Furnacea, Potclayc, Cromrrtie Kilns,

Acme Mrrls, & Ctmbridge Conhollerc

Covering London, Home Counties and the South
Tel.Fax.Answer machine 01E1 579 7468

Mobile 0795E 420 350
E-mril: switzmanceramica@hoEnail,com or switznrnceramicslne3co'net

t/+ page
t/z page

f 1 4.00
L22.50

whole page (depending on availability) f.50.00
small ads 25p per word (20 words free to members)
semi-display: 1/ 12 page 3.5 cm.high x Scm.wide
lrom your artwork L7.OO
or typesetting - maximum 50 words f.l0.OO
Covers: Back + 200/o; lnside + 150/o

Distribution of leaflets: A5 [2.5 gram] - f.33.00
A4[ 5gram]-f33.00

The above charges are for distribution of 200 leaflets
printed on standard weight paper IBO g.s.m.] ready for
distribution and delivered direct to the Editor. For other
sizelweight leaflets and lor all advertising enquiries please

write or telephone Digby Stott at the address/telephone
number given above.
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FRONT COVERPHOTOGRAPH
Elaine Peto works on her sheep sculpture at our AGM
meeting. Photograph by John Beckley.
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EDITORIAL

The best laid plans of mice and men .......
Currently, confronting the failure oi a business

partnership after more than a year's extensive and time
consuming, work is causing rather more than a little
dilficulty. Faced with the very daunting task of picking

up the threads and working out a strategy for the way
ahead, has had me thinking seriously about resigning as

Chairman of the Cuild and even as Newsletter Editor. lt
may yer come to that, but with the able help of our
faithful sub-editor, Harry Karnac, this issue of the
Newsletter may yet appear more or less on time.

Mervyn Fitzwilliam

l'll do what I can Mervyn, to see that plans don't gang agley - HK

OTHER EVENTS

Bucks P and ture
lBth-25th November Annual Exhibition at Old
Amersham Market Hall
8'h December WEST MARSHALL at Little Kingshill

Village Hall
5'h Jan.'O1 PHILLIP IOLLEY at Little Kingshill Village
Hall

MEMBERSHIP IUEWS

W" ,* pl"r*d t" welcome to the Guild as new

members Felicity Creber and Colin Hazelwood. Felicity

lives in Hurst, Berks. And is interested in handbuilding,

throwing and, indeed, most ceramic processes! Colin is

retired and lives in Wheathampstead; his interests are in

throwing stoneware and ash glazes. He is also interested

in the formulation of copies of early celadon.

CORRESPOIUDEIUCE

Dear Mervyn Fitzwilliam and Colleagues,

Thank you very much for your letter with the last issue

ol your Newsletter and for your courtesy to our Cuild.
Mrs. Nadja Smirnova and we are very glad that you

were able to print the photograph of her work.

ln August we participated in the lnternational Ceramic

and Pottery Fair in Argentona in Spain. There were

about 7O potters and ceramists irom Spain, Pot-tugal,

Cermany, lndonesia, Greece, ltaly and Russia. The fair
was from August 4s to 6'h and as well as the sale of
ceramics, there were raku firings and traditional potters

working on wheels, as well as a 'conctltso de cantaras'.

We had many contacts with potters from different
countries, discussing pottery methods, technologies and

firing. lt was a great experience for us. l'm sending you

some pictures of this fair and hope you like them.

Sincerely,

Andrew Karmanov, Manager
. Potten Cuild oiNizhni Novgorod

p.s. - l've learned from a Spanish relative that fhls ls a contest with
pafticipants vying to lift an amphora type pot containing some 200

litres of water - HK

0BITUABY: J0ANNA C0NSTANTINIDIS

(The following article appeared in The Guardian on
August { 'OO and is reprinted here with their
permission)
Through her radical methods of clay manipulation, the
potter loanna Constantinidis, who has died aged 72,
helped to reinvent the "thrown" vessel - one formed on

the potter's wheel, rather than hand-constructed.

Cuild meetings are held at Kings Langley Methodist
Church Hall.

Friday 8'h Dec. B p.m. - llM NEWBOULT makes

replicas of pots dating from the Roman period to the
17'h century. His interest in pottery began in
archeology while helping on digs in Lincolnshire. He

began re-creating the pots found on the sites.

lim will be talking about pots from the past and will
demonstrate the methods used to make them.
Mince pies and punch will be available at coffee break.

Friday l2'h Jan. 2OO.l B p.m. - MARGARET
O'RORKE will be giving us a talk and slide show

explaining the development of her porcelain where she

uses light to show its translucent qualities.
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The result was a language grounded in a complex
appreciation of ceramic history and informed by the
abstract purity of ancient Creek aft, and much of the
architecture, sculpture and painting produced by the
modern movement. Constantinidis distilled and
concentrated form. Looking beyond her craft, she
produced ceramics that coalesced with the space and
spare language of modernism.

Born loanna Connell in York into a lamily of Scottish
Celtic ancestry she grew up in Sheffield and was
educated at the local grammar school. At home she
began to paint and draw, and though art was not on the
school curriculum, she recalled the indelible impression
made by her headmaster, talking persuasively about
Picasso's The Three Musicians. This inspired her, as did
the knowledge thar her history teacher, Dorothy Kemp,
was also a potter who worked at the Leach pottery at St.
lves.

ln 1946 Constantinidis went to Sheffield College of Art
to study fine art, but she chose pottery for her inter-
mediate exams and became enthralled. She was taught
by the fondly-recalled ceramic sculptor H.R. Stone who,
like Dorothy Kemp, was an enthusiast for slipware
pottery. Constantinidis began to absorb the few useful
texts available at that time, such as Bernard Leach's z4

Potter's Book. lt was, she remembered a period of trial
and error at a time when knowledge was scarce.

From 1951 until her retirement in 1989, Constantinidis
was a teacher at Chelmslord technical college. Patient
and inspiring, she developed her throwing skills in the
spare hours. Her work underwent remarkable changes.
Initially she looked at Staffordshire slipware, early salt-
glaze and industrial wares for ideas, as well as modern
oriental potters such as Shoji Hamada.

Although her l95Os pots, exhibited at the British Crafts
Centre, the Red Rose Guild and the Whitechapel Art
Callery, were distinctly Leach-influenced, Constantinidis
had never forgotten the words of Eric ]ones, her
Sheffield drawing teacher, who had said that "one can
do so much in a single line". ln search ol such
econom, she became dissatisfied with glazes and
decoration and worked towards a language that
emphasised iorm and the material olthe clay.

lmpressed by a series of exhibitions by leading potters
Hans Coper and Lucie Rie, held ar rhe Berkeley Galleries
ln the 1950s. she reformulated her approach,
concentrating, as they had, on a few elemental shapes.
She locussed on tall vessels and bowls, using broad
fluting or incised decoration and matt glazes that emph-
asised the clay's surface. Pots were more "urban" in

character and clearly connected with much of the new
architecture and design then being produced, though
their roots lay in her great admiration for early
Mediterranean pots.

By the early 1970s, she was altering her shapes through
post-wheel modifications - folding and cutting to creare
unexpected articulations. These objects still preserved
the rhythms of throwing emphasised by the quiet pulse
of rings left by the turning wheel. These gently
corrugated surlaces and the asymmetry she could instil
in a vessel's profile, contributed to what she called
"latent enefgy", a sense of movement preserved in a

pot's apparent stasis. By finally eliminating glazes and
concentrating on lustres, she could define the "bone,, of
the pot more effectively.

Through the 1980s and 1990s, her forms became
simpler. Large, open, leaning pots and tall, tapering
vessels explored and defined space with a sweeping
concision, reminiscent ol Richard Serra's steel sculptures
or much industrial architecture. Yet, despite her
obvious debt to the 20th century landscal;e, her esthetic
was just as much rooted in the natural world, whether it
was the Greece ol her husband, writer and film-maker
Photis Constantinidis, or the windswept marshes ol her
beloved Essex coast.

lncreasingly alone in the last years, she concentrated on
stoneware and porcelain in alternation/ in the spare
functionality of her home near Chelmsford. Though a

regular exhibitor, her essential austerity had little interest
in self-promotion. Although she made ceramics for use

- her porcelain tableware was particularly well designed-
she disliked the reductive connotations of "craft
pottery". She believed strongly that pottery had sensory
values that made it an independent language, going
beyond the confines of both art and craft. Very private/

]oanna was extremely loyal to her friends, who
experienced her self-deprecating wit and sense ol fun,
and wide cultural knowledge. Though her work was
acquired by many public collections, and her
contribution was marked by a major touring retro-
spective in 1995, ]oanna felt there was srill much to be
learned from her material.

She recovered sulficiently from a stroke to complete
work for a final poignant show at the Crafts Council
shop at the Victoria and Albert Museum last May. The
pots exhibited were small and simple, but with their
resonant lustres and incisive angular forms, were objects
of remarkable life - a distillation of 50 years' potring.
They were the hallmark of an artist who strove for a

structural and material essence, and the result was a

highly disciplined and intelligent language that
contributed much to modern life.

She is survived by her husband.
David Whiting
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BOOK REVIEWS

Traditional Pottery of India. Jane Perryman Hardback

A. & C. Black. t32. Well illustrated with coloured

photog raphs.

The first thing that impressed me about this book was

the wonderful pictures with their detailed captions,
showing amazing details of the decorations with their
obvious complexity, yet simplicity of shapes and forms.
lnitially, one does not need to read this book from cover
to cover. The photographs and illustrations, however,
made it so tempting that I could not stop flicking page

after page, reading the photographic explanations and

then going on to read about the visited areas with their
potters and about the potters themselves. I had difficulty
putting the book down; I just wanted to know more.

How I admire lane Perryman for thinking up and
pursuing such a gigantic and wonderful project and

completing it so masterflully. lane deserves to be fully
congratulated and applauded.

Through this book, not only do we learn more about
traditional making of pots and sculptures, but also about
customs, traditions, history religion, taboos, culture,
poetry life and philosophy. We can admire the exacting
skills ol these people who, probably, have never before
been credited on such a personal and professional level.

lane explains the background of each of the areas visited
and the pottery made there, how it is used in rituals and

customs, as well as in everyday life. Each of the areas

visited in lndia is covered, using a daily journal of events

and perceptions, information and techniques.

ln brief, I can only say READ THIS BOOKI Better still,
buy it to reler to over and over again.

Ruby Sharp

Macro-Grystalline Glazes - The Challenge of Crystals

By Peter llsley pub'd. Crowood. Hardback [25

For anyone wanting to tackle the challenge of macro-
crystalline glazes, this book will provide either expert
guidance and inspiration or a splash oF cold water and a

dose of sanity. Many of the potters whose work is

shown, including the author, emphasise that it took
considerable patience, persistence and methodical
experimentation to achieve reasonably consistent results,

but they were drawn onwards by their occasional early
successes until they could control the process and

achieve what they were aiming for.

Chapter One looks at the development of macro-
crystalline glazes in the second half of the 1 9ft century

well received by customers but eventually petering out
in the l92O's, largely because of the difficulty of
controlling the glaze process with the equipment
available at the time. Then in the 1980's the advent of
electronic kiln controllers brought the possibility of
precision to the process and a consequent revival of
interest.

The next lour chapters give a detailed exposition oi the
materials, making processes, glazes and firing cycles

needed, along with great patience and persistence/ to
achieve consistent results. The multitude of illustrations
throughout these chapters demonstrates the enormous
range of colours and forms achievable and there are

many glaze recipes suggesting how to achieve the
various colour combinations of base glaze and crystal.

The final chapter looks at the output of thirteen potters
presently working with crystalline glazes, once again
profusely illustrated. The potters presented cover a wide
range of styles, lrom the rough framed plates ol Carol
Sphar, filled with pools of crystallised liqurid, to the giant

fruit forms of Kate Malone and the beautilul sweeping
horn shaped bottles produced by Peter Frohlich. The
shorc section covering each artist details any special

techniques or materials they use and gives some more
favourite glaze recipes, but reveals very little of their
personality and outlook.

Much as I have enjoyed reading this book, I don't think I

would have the patience to persist with these techniques
myself, but the book provides a great overview of what
can be achieved. The crystals shown range from
interesting to spectacular and where the crystal form and

colour combine to enhance the form of the pot/ the
result is very special.

lan Kent

YOU CAN ADVERTISE YOUR "AT HOME"
SALE, TIIE CRAFI FAIR, YOUR
EXHIBITION, POTTERY MATERIALS,
YOUR SHOP, etc. to our growing member-
ship, their families and other Craft Groups.
USE THIS NEWSLETTER. See details on
inside front cover or Phone: Digby Stott,
01442 250 540
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Working with Precious Metal Glay by Tim McGreight
pub'd. A &C Black paperback [19.99

ln the words of Tim McCreight, Precious Metal Clay
(PMC) is an exciting new material for jewellers and other
craft people. lt is easy to manipulate as polymer clay
but when fired, the resulting object is 99.90lo solid
silver.

Section I features 50 photographs of finished products,
each one of these interesting projects is followed by
drawingp which depict step by step directions of the
assembly process. The projects show the wide range of
possibilities this new clay provides, and come under the
headings of Pendants, Earrings, Beads, Accessories and
objects.

Section 2 consists of technical tips; this covers a compre-
hensive range of techniques about the forming, firing
and finishing. Section 3 comes under the heading
of "Tools You Can Make" and deals with tools which
are versatile, easy to make and use.

I found this book informative with clear illustrations that
lead you through the process from beginning to end.

loy Wills

Pitstone Farm Museum 0pen Days 2000

After our good start at the first Open Day in ]une, the
]uly and August Pitstone Open Days were a bit of a

disappointment.

Tina couldn't make it to the ]uly Open Day, and neither
could anyone else, so I was on my own. The weather
was bad, drizzling all day, and there were hardly any
visitors to the Museum at all. I pottered about firing a

few pots of my own and then went home mid-afternoon.

For the August Open Day it was Tina's turn to be on
her own, as I had put my back out. The weather was

better than ]uly and there were plenty of interested
visitors to watch Tina's experiments with fuming but, as

she was on her own, she did not feel it was practicable
to try to run the'have-a-go'.

Fortunately, the final Open Day in September was
another good one, as good as ]une. The weather was
beautiful and both Tina and I were available. There
were plenty of visitors and the 'have-a-go' did brisk
business. We fired 25 assorted items (pots, whales,
tortoises and teddies) and we also sold five more of the
pots donated by members (we have now almost run out
of these). This allowed us to give a donation of L25 to
the Museum and still retain f.20 to cover materials and
gas.

As you can see/ we appear to have run into a maior
lack of support this year (with the notable exceprion of
Tina - many thanks). ln previous years, there were
usually at least three or four of us ar any Open Day,
which spread the workload and made for a pleasant day
for everyone. For various reasons, those who supponed
us belore have not been able to come this year, but
unfoftunately no new members have come forward to
replace them. I had hoped that since this year's August
Open Day did not clash with Art ln Clay at Hatfield, we
might see some more support then, but I was wrong.
All we need is a few people willing to come lor three or
four hours once a month in the summer, it doesn't have
to be a commitment to come for every Open Day. You
don't even have to fire any pots of your own, just a little
help with the children 'having a go'would be welcome.

ln addition to the Open Days, we do run Raku sessions

for members on those rare occasions that someone rings
me about pots they want, to fire. ls there anyone else

out there who wants to fire pots who hasn't been getting
in touch? ls there anyone who would like to try Raku

without the public scrutiny of an Open Day? Are there
any new members who would be interested, but haven't
heard about Pitstone before? You don't even need to
have pots made of raku clay, we have been firing all
softs of clays with very few disasters. (The occasional
craclg but very few explosions these days). Give me a

calll (01 908 674051 )

Next year's Pitstone Open Days should be on the lO'h

]une, gm ]uly, 12tr August and 9'h September, but I will
confirm the dates in the Spring. I expect Tina and I will
be there, it would be nice to have some company.

lan Kent

UK POTTEBY ASSOCIATIOIIIS OIU THE WEB
r,r,,,rmr"tu ilr p rttery Jr 

" 
k

Together with a fellow collector and friend, Mike
Claxton we have created a 'not for profit' online
information and website to help raise the profile and
visibility, (and increase awareness to collectors and
potential collectors) of British Studio Ceramics,
promoting both established and new makers, for the
benefit of potters, collecton and galleries involved in
showing British Studio Ceramics.

Currently, our site lists over 250 exhibitions and events,

and a separate listing for over 40 University degree
shows was provided this summer to let collectors know
where the work of tomorrow's makers can be seen. We
also have profiles of 36 potters giving contact details, in-
formation about current work and over 200 illustrations
of recent work, being added to each month. Finally,
there is a news page giving details
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ol new and interesting developments and changes of
a d d ress.

Collectors both here and overseas are visiting our site in
increasing numbers providing more visibility to all

involved in ceramics in the UK. We are seeing strong
growth in visits from continental Europe and particularly
the USA which is most encouraging. Since March site
visits have doubled each month to around 3000 at
present and still growing.

We would like to develop the section featuring
RegionalAssociations/Groups (such as DCPG) providing
contact details, information of interest to collectors and
potters, and a dedicated listing of events and exhibitions.
We believe this will add visibility and help create more
interest. There are no charges proposed for this senvice

and we hope you will leel able to support our initiative.
Currently we have only put basic information on the
site, but with your help we will improve this with
additional inlormation you would find helpful and linked
exhibition pages.

Have a look at the website at the Events index page for
Potters Association information. lf you can, please

provide any amendments/ also contact names with
addresses, phone, fax numbers, e-mail addresses for
appropriate people. Also details of fot-thcoming events,

exhibitions, etc.

We hope you can support us as we are sure that potters,

collectors and your members can only benefit from the
added visibility.

Stephen Dee

stu diopotterY.co.u k

ART ltU CLAY - Hatf ield House Aug.4l5l6th'00

Once again the event brought together as diverse a

range of ceramics and activities that you are ever likely
to see at one event. Obviously a factor in drawing the
public as the attendance was a record 12,OOO - up by

300/o on previous years.

Predominantly, the show is devoted to displays of work
by individuals and groups. This year a small marquee

was devoted to a wide range of work by 10 Danish

potters. Many ol the potters/ceramists demonstrated,
including Svend Bayer who threw and coil-built his huge

garden pots. ln addition, there were talks, slide shows

and demonst,rations on subjects ranging from raku

(David lones) and kiln building (lan Gregory/Svend
Bayer) to teapot making (Richard Dewar). Therewere 4
separate raku firings and Steve Harrison salt-fired his

mini-kiln on Friday and Saturday.

This year's 'Craftsman' magazine best student award

went to Dawn Kyra Harbord from the University of

Wales lnstitute , Cardiff whose water features, when
glazed, look very reptilian.

Assuming continued support from exhibitors and the
general public alike, Art in Clay will continue from
stren$h to strength.

MOBGEIU HAtt

Morgen Hall was born in California, educated in
Scotland, achieved an M.A. in ceramics at Cardiii and

married a Liverpudlian. ln the early days of her career
she was inspired by Bernard Leach and fascinated by salt
glazing. Later, the creamware of I 8C. Staffordshire
came to have a lasting influence. Read her duplicated
notes with this introduction to understand her love of
combining function with style and decoration.

Her early work was highly sculptural, but the teasets

functioned poorly. She experimented with forms that
excited her but over the years these have been modified
until her work is now highly functional and the shapes,

inevitably, are more traditional. There is always a

balance to be found between esthetic considerations and
practical ones. For example, her spouts on tea and

coffee pots pour well, but her jugs often have one drip
left. A sharp edge is required to cut off the drips, but
that would be prone to chipping so she prefgrs a finish
that is rounder and more robust.

The following notes contain details of her methods of
making pots. They were made during a demonstration
at Twyford in Berkshire on April 25'h 1998. I am

indebted to Vera Fleet who took the photos.

Clav Valentine's red eafthenware with a very fine grog
(12O sieve). Fires at 1140'C which is high and
produces a more robust product with a pleasant toasted
colour. lt seems less brittle than stoneware.

Teapot (see photo of finished pot). This takes about

2t/zlbs of clay. lt is a tall vessel and is thrown as a

cylinder to the right height and then it is shaped.

Morgen uses a rib many times to clean and firm the pot

and to refine its shape. She is a fastidious worker. "A
vessel is the space inside ...... the inside should be larger

than the outside"! For a good round-bellied pot,

remember that shrinkage will reduce its bulk so "make it
much wider than you think".

To finish off the rim she uses a piece ol folded
polythene, such as from a bin liner and fixes it in a

photo film canister as a handle. lt works well lor rims

on pots where you can't use your finger webs. lt is even

better than chamois leather providing it is used very
lightly. She uses a twisted wire to cut oli the pot which

is done two or three times until the pot moves. Water is

used to lubricate it.
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Centring clav. Morgen will always pat her clay into
shape so that when placed on the wheel it is already
smooth and cone-shaped. lt is then easier to centre and
she does not cone up and down. Small pieces such as

lips and spouts are thrown on the hump. When centring
large pieces of clay:-
I ) Knead up small amounts/ e.g. 5 or 6 lbs and cenrre
them one at a time. ]ust ensure they have a smooth
clean base.

2) Press the first one down well belore placing the next
one on top.
3) Push with the left arm resring on rhe edge ol the
wheel's tray. Push towards the two o'clock position.
Think of using the strength in your bones.

Throwing a large plate
I ) Work over the base. lt is important to compact it to
avoid cracks in the end product. The base here was
thick because she intended to press moulds into it.
2) The walls are thrown upwards to make a wide
cylinder and the rim is flattened in preparation for
rolling over and joining.
3) Use a sponge to wipe away excess slip from
throwing.

4) Folding over the rim ro seal it careiully. Wobbles
may appear at this point, but can usually be coped
with by using a little firmness.

5) Prick with a pin to release trapped air.
6) Press plaster moulds into base to create useful hollows
for dips and sauces. This distorts the base.
General Hints
(a) When making practice pots in a new shape, staft off
making them thick and concentrate on getting the shape
right
(b) Use a bucket of water ior washing yourself. lt
avoids blocking the sink with clay.
Lids Use a ruler for measuring lids, they are more
accurate than callipers. Start by making the lid a little
too small - it is easy to make it wider. Aim to make the
lid Vz"(?) larger than the pot (ll) Later, the pot's rim
and the lid can be turned unril they fit well.

Mark the base with a needle and cut it off

Ready to dry 8I
later to turn
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lpqutq (see photos)

These are also thrown on the lump. Start with a

small cylinder 4-6 inches high and complete the
base first (i.e. thin it) belore working on the upper
part (in case you can't reach it!). Morgen prefers to
use her fingers rather than a stick. She uses a thick
paintbrush to remove water lrom inside.

She collars in the spout, using a fast wheel because it
is so close to the centre and she works quite a lot on
refining the shape, gaining most of the required
height first before the final shape appears.

However, the spout continues to grow upwards as

the work continues. As the top thickens, she uses a

finger to thin it and open it up to get the drying
brush in. Then it is collared in again. Water is vital
to lubricate the pot, ii too dry the clay will drag and

the spout will break.

Using a thick paintbrush to dry the base before the final
process of collaring in.

Morgen leaves her spouts to firm up for a few hours

before bending them into the required shape. When

they are cut to fit the pot, she allows for a little
"unwinding" to occur during the firing, so cuts back a

little more on the left of the base.

Nearly finished, the spout is cleaned and firmed up by

the gentle application of a rib.

N.B. The rib seen here was made from a metal kidney. lt
lvas cut using scissors and smoothed with wet and dry
sandpaper

A Sealed Pot, e.g. for a jar lid
A cylindrical form:
(i) (ii)

thin
walls

*-b>

This bulbous cylinder with thin base is the beginning of a

dome-shaped lid.
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( iii)

+

N.B. Now ready to collar. HINT: trickle water on to
the outside only as you lift and push the rim inwards.
lncrease the wheel speed as usual.

dome achieved and form nearly complete.

(iv)

Now she uses a hot air gun (a paint stripper) and

blasts the pot at 560'C as it turns on the wheel.
This prevents the form collapsing.

Finished form. This exotic lid may be completed
with the addition of a knob !

Turning This is done when the pot is firm but you
can still push a thumb-nail in. To turn a ring,
moisten the rim and place it upside down on a clean
dry wheelhead. For a spout use a wet clay chuck.
Build a high one to protect your backl Morgen
dries pots to the right stage then places them on
clean polythene and covers them with a second
piece of the same.

A wet chuck

Tall cone. Wipe it clean
and cover with muslin

(v)

i

i

Mug invefted and ready to turn
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To find the correct mug position, turn the wheel
slowly. Place a left hand finger on the centre of the
pot base and push gently with the right hand until
the mug is centred. Subsequently, the left hand
must hold it in place. Clean the wheelhead
thoroughly belore starting and turn a batch of pots
in one sitting. Morgen uses turning to refine and
elaborate the form.

this area is smoothed, first
with the flattened side of a

metal kidney and secondly
with a piece of rubbery
plastic either made from a

glue spreader or cut from a

plastic lid

Lastly, she re-defines the breals ofangle with a pointed stick. This
helps define the area to be glazed.

lf she is making a cup/ the base must be measured and

the saucer turned to fit it. Teapots and lids take 2t/z
hours to turnl (Teapot plays chuck to the lid).

There are notes on the roulettes Morgen uses at the end
of this account. They are high precision tools used by
bookbinders. Simpler and cheaper ones can be found
and can also be made from plaster or clay.

Turning a plate
First, alter the shape ol the chuck to make a broad flat
top:

Sometimes, however, it needs to be slightly hollow, even

bowl-shaped. To turn a saucer/ one follows the same
procedure. To turn the top ol the saucer/ just place it
the right way up on the wet chuck. No cloth is

required, once a good footing has been made.

Press moulding
She uses a wet chuck as before. The mould is placed on
top. A ball ol clay is formed into a pinch pot until it is a

little smaller than the diameter of the mould. lt is

quickly smoothed on the table top beside her and then
carefully held as it is pressed into the mould and

"thrown". A rib is used to smooth the inside.

Handles
Old Staflordshire creamware is a strong influence on
Morgen's handles. Hers are extruded and then she
gently tapers the ends by rolling them. Some have tiny
coils wrapped around them forming blue coiled srripes.
These are made by drying a little blue slip and then using
it as clay in a mini extruder. The stripes are rolled on:-

Etua
S f/,tlff

Then a whole piece is rolled by hand on a smooth clean
work surface. A wooden tool is used to cut into the
edges of the stripes which will cause her panicular
majolica glaze to break orange. These loopy handles are
no more than twice the height of the mug. They are
bent over and fastened on by scoring tiie surlaces to be

ioined and using water to moisten them. (This is less

messy than slip and works well providing the scoring is

well done).

__>

The mugs are placed upside down with the tops of
handles hanging over the edge ol the table.

!
(

the

flat top

Applying a loopy handle
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Applying the spout and other things to a teapot

I ) The long tapering spouts are bent over when
they have hardened up a bit. The base which was

attached to the hump remains closed and is worked
until it is smooth, "bulbous" and stronger.
2) The position the spout will take is carefully
chosen and marked on the pot and on the spout. A
hole is cut on the latter using a potter's knife.

3) Apply the slip with a natural sponge. This gives a

texture and control. There are no spillages or drips
and far less waste.
4) Use a piece of a hacksaw blade to pick up the
pattern pieces. They could then be used to print on
clay - although it is very fiddly.

Peeling off the newspaper pattern (note the line-up of
tools)

5) Using a slip trailer made from an old hair
colourant container from a hairdressers, Morgen
then puts dots over the area where the paper
pattern was. This gives a good texture.

3) Morgen uses a hole-borer to cut as many holes as

possible in the teapot. The aim is for the liquid in

the pot to be directed to flow from a wide vessel

into an increasingly narrow space. A good steady
graduation will produce a good steady flow. She

then fettles the holes with a wet finger and cleans

out the pot.
4) The spout is cut cleanly with a knife, producing a

fairly sharp edge to cut ofl the drips. (Takeshadit
spouts have a sharp cutting edge inside the spout
and are rounded on the outsidel).
5) The surfaces to be scored are deeply scored by
cross-hatching. Water is used to join them. Fettling
and cleaning follow.
6) The handle is put on in the same way. A finger
placed inside supports the wall. The pot rests on

Morgen's lap with the spout carefully positioned

downwards. The space within the handle should
form a "nice springy curve".
7) Two small coils of clay are twisted together and

the ends are flattened. To prevent cracking, they
are dabbed at with a wet sponge beforehand. This

twisted coil is fastened on to the lid to make a catch
that will prevent it falling off the teapot when it is

being used to pour.

.Lr!.
catch made of finely twisted coils

Decorating a large plate with newspaper resist 8{ slip

Morgen Hall enjoys working out designs with
patterns. Newspaper is an excellent material for
this. [Though ii you wish to use latex (or copydex
which is rather expensive and a bit thick), soften
your brush first with water and then work in some

soap or washing-up liquid. Put lots on and squeeze

off the excess before usel.

Techniques for newspaper resist
1) Dip the newspaper in water and then use a brush

to help place the pattern in the right spot.
2) Co over the edges of the pattern, lightly, with a

finger.

PaPFt<

Applying slip, using an old bottle from the hairdressers
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6) On the rim, she placed scalloped paper patterns,
then slip was brushed on and sponged over.

The handles on this large platter are slabs that were
added soon after the piece was made.

They were cut out later using a design to match her
own hands. She also makes slab trays.

Summary
Morgen Hall is a wonderful craftsman and a most
fastidious worker. Everything, every stage ol every
process is carefully considered and checked and
cleaned. Even when glazed and fired, the pots are
checked and any rough spors smoorhed with
grinding stones.

For further details, see next article.
Ros McGuirk

MOBGEIII HALL HAIUD MADE TABLEWARE
Notes about the work

I make hand made decorative tableware which is

intended for everyday use.

The work has fine detail and finish on strong bold
forms. A high firing, smooth red earthenwa/e is

used, both for its rich warm cinnamon colouring and
for its remarkable durability in use. Decoration with
blue slip allows lor crisp edged paper resist pattern
work, as well as raised surlace slip trailed detail
under the creamy white tin glaze. Before the glaze

firing, a rutile based glaze stain is applied which
helps to soften the hardness of the pattern work and
also adds another layer of colouring; so the finished
work shows the rich colour of the clay coming
through the glaze, especially on the edges where it
gives a strong burnt orange colouring then the sea

blue ol the cobalt based slip, then the creamy white
tin glaze, and then the random sponged areas of
mustard yellow frorn the rutile based glaze stain on
top.

Cinnamon, oranges, cream and mustard are used to
describe the work, and the food connections with
my tableware are essential to me. I derive great
pleasure and inspiration from thinking of the types
of iood that could be used with the work, and do
not consider the tableware complete when it is raken
lrom the kiln, but only when it is being used. (For
me a teapot is not a teapot without tea in it!)

I strive to make work that is a pleasure to use, where
handles are a pleasure to pick up and spouts are
eager to pour. I have a positive enioyment in
making the work - which I hope iranslates into a

direct enjoyment of using the work by others. The
long time taken to make the tableware, hopefully
translates into time lavished by people together over
an extended meal.

ln addition to its food use, the tableware has many
and varied influences which show my eclectic and
enthusiastic taste. lncreasingly I am looking to
simplily and quieten the work, allowing the food to
interact more comfortably with it.

I have an ongoing interest and enjoyment of past
traditions in ceramic tableware throughout the
world, but equally a commitment to trying to make
work which is of our time and place. My aim
therefore is to make contemporary European table-
ware which is a pleasure to use.

SLIP RECIPE
Valentines red eafthenware clay 2 par-ts

Ball clay 1 part

Cobalt Oxide 7o/o to 8o/o

Red lron Oxide 2olo

Manganese Dioxide 2olo

GLAZE RECIPE
(Based on ALAN CAIGER-SMITH recipe with
added Lithium Carbonate)
Lead Bisilicate 56
Flint 8
Cornish Stone l0
Standard Borax Frit 8
Zinc Oxide 4
Tin Oxide B

Lithium Carbonate 2

RUTILE STAIN RECIPE
Rutile Light I part
Commercial Stains (mixture of orange Br yellow)
1 par-t mixed with a little of the tin glaze 8t warer
(apply very thin)
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PAUT PBIEST WOBKSHOP ON CLAY SCUTPTUBES

Following his earlier fascinating demonstration, Paul

Priest returned at the end of September to run a couple
of workshops for the Cuild. Both lollowed the same

course and were thoroughly enjoyable.

After a shon introduction Paul showed us how to make
a small freely-formed bird. His was a cockerell ours
included three kingfishers, a golden pheasant cross and a

komodo dragon! The trick to succeed with this method
lies in the way you twist and scrunch.

How to make a bird

1. Texture a piece ol white clay (Scarva earthstone
1480) by rolling out thinly on a coloured towel. (Paul

has given up using pale towels because he loses the bits

of clay - though if you wash your towels frequently this
should be less ola problem).
2. Scrunch up a sheet or two of newspaper by rolling
and tucking to form an ovoid.
3. Cradle the sheet of clay in the towel, place the
newspaper bundle on top and roll the clay around the
paper. Tear off excess clay and smooth the ioin with the
finger. Handle the clay as little as possible.

4. Wrap the towel around the piece and twist the ends

to form a neck and a tail.
5. lmpale it on a fired clay base (and don't worry about
a lew cracks that will lorm as the clay dries)

thrown base

With saucer

To catch glaze

6. Roll out some more pieces of clay on textured
surfaces, e.g. car mat or a plastic light diffuser. Tear off
suitable bits to transform your piece into a roughly
formed but lively cockerel. Squeeze and pinch out a

hea d.

7. Eyes can be made by poking a small tool into the
head to form sockets and lids. Then roll two tiny
eyeballs and push them in. Poke a small hole in each for
pupils.

Paul glazes these with raku glazes which he then fires to
stoneware. They give great colours, especially on
porcelain, but they run a lot, hence the saucer-shaped
sta nds.

ln the afternoon, Paul demonstrated how he begins the
larger pieces, in our case a cat. He made a newspaper
armature as belore and then he cut three slabs about 2
cm thick oif the block of clay. They were laid out on a

towel with the edges adjoining so they could be easily

thumbed together. With a covering newspaper they
were rolled out to about 1 cm thick and used to cover
the armature. He worked rapidly building up the body
and the legs with more newspaper followed by clay.

back legs

cat's body

The tail was built as a separate piece, with newspaper
and rolled clay, then added on by cutting a hole in the
body. Similarly, the shoulders were cut open/ newspaper
pushed in and clay wrapped around to form the front
legs.

At this stage, with the basic form finished, he handed it
over to Margaret to sculpt.

The Saturday group were treated to a horse and a

charging bull. These required more advanced techniques
using a metal post screwed to a board to support the
whole structure. The torso of each required a more
substantial armature including a cardboai"d former with
the wads ol newspaper and sticks for the legs (see

diagram).
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For firing, the horse will be lifted ofl the post and slung
in a cradle. The cardboard, newspaper and sticks will
burn away in the kiln (which is not particularly good lor
the elements). The legs will be finished off with piano
wire and car body filler which will be painted or sprayed
until they become an integral part of the whole.

Fur further technical details, please see the excellent
notes put together by Christine Bull and lohn Beckley in
the Summer 2000 issue of the Newsletter.

These two workshops were most enjoyable and we all
learned some useful new skills. So, a big ,thank you, to
lane Kilvington for organising them and to Paul lor his
generosity and enthusiasm. And now I can,t wait to see
the finished pieces ".'.'' 

Ros McGuirk
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NOTEBOOK

On Friday l3th October we held our AGM at Kings
Langley. The evening was special, because we held the
first of what we hope will be an annual competition,
dedicated to the memory of Stan Romer.

We knew that there would be about 17 entries in the
competition, which was dedicated to animals, & to be
judged by our demonstrator, Elaine Peto.

The standard of the entries was excellent, & the whole
atmosphere took on a real "buzz". Elaine announced
her choice of winners in reverse order & then
discussed the reasons for her choices.

We were honoured to have John & Caroline Romer as
our guests & John presented the prizes to the winners.

The Third prize went to Joy Wills for her amusing
baby elephant.

Second prize went to Geof Parr for his pantomime
horse, which intrigued most of us.

The winner of the first prize was Jane Kilvington, for
her sculpted Bison. Elaine explained that this work
captured her attention since it "exuded essence of
bison"!

Since this was our first event of this type we were not
sure what the response would be, but I think we were
all impressed by the variety & quality of the entries.
Hopefully we will have a complete list of entrants &
the work they presented for the next Newsletter, but I
do not have that to hand. We have reproduced some
ofthe photographs taken by John Beckley, to give a

" flavour 6'ofthe event.

Mervyn Fitzwilliam

Jane receives first prize from John Romer

Pantomime Horse by Geof Parr took second prize
(prize received by Ruby Sharp, since Geof is currently
abroad).

Bison by Jane Kilvington
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Baby elephant by Joy Wiils

An impressive bull

Joy smiles broadly on receipt of her prize.
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UK Potters Association Members: take advantage of our
special 2-year rate (8 quarterly issues).

Proof of membership required.
Normal concession is t24 for 1 year subscription.

Contact: Ceramics in Society, 2 Bartholomew Street West,
Exeter EX4 3AJ, UK Phone/fax:01392 430082

mail@ceramic-society,co.uk

previously Stu dio Pottery magazi ne
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IHE CROMARTIE GRCUP
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Cromartie Kilns. have been leading the rvav for

fifty years with the robust qualiw and innovation in

kiln design that rvill ukeyou into the ne*'millcnnium

Cromartie Hobby'craft is the sole authonsed distnbutor

of Duncan and Gare, the two top US ranges of brush-on

colours and glazes that are nou' recognised b1

professional potters for their superb technical qualitt

Poner's wheels and machinery, clays, rar+' material s.

tools and colours and glazes compleie the picture

purung Cromartie fi rmly at the Cenue of Ceranucs

send for our catalogue or come and browse and talk

to our exp€rts in our large showrooms
Open 9-5 MondaY'FridaY

TbeCrcmsrtie Group
Park Eall Road' Inngton'
Stoke-on-Trent ST3 5AY

Tel: 01782 313947/319{35
Far:01782 599723

www.crcmarie.couk
en qui rie*r@croma rtie. co. uk
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o Functional pots for everyday roquirements

. an exciting rango of studio pottery,

inctudins Walter keeler and John Leach

53 Eatherlne St 5t. Albans
At3 5BW Herts

Tel O1727 85551tr/g5066e

(open Tue - Sat. 9.30-17.00)

Take advantage of the lnternet !

Craftsearch offers a high quality Web Site advertising opportunity specifically for artists
and craft makers. Our professionally managed site will enable you to display and sell

your work on the lnternet to a local, national and international audience.

As an introductory offer to DCPG members we are offering 25% off the cost of any of our Web Site
packages;

you could have your own Web presence from as little as 20p per day!

For more information and an application form please contact us by:

post: - CRAFTSEARCH UK, FREEPOST ANG8O48, PO Box 228, Kesgrave, lpswich IPS zZP
Tel: - 01473 635804 or Q1473 630866.

E-mail: - i nfo(@craft search.co.u k

Our ART is promoting your CRAFT



BRUNEL UNIVERSITY
200U01Weekend

DECEMBER
213 Mixed Media Sculpture

ARTS CENTRE
Programme

BRUNEL
UNIVERSITY

Arts Centre
Brunel University
Uxbridge
Middx UB8 3PH

Tube lines:
Piccadilly &
Metropolitan

Brunel University
exists to provide high
quality education and
research of use to
the community

JANUARY
26127128
FEBRUARY
Saturday 3
3t4
24t25
24t25
MARCH
3t4
10t11
10t11
17 t18
24t25
3111

Jo Miller

Julian Cooksey

Jo Miller

Life Modelling on an Armature (Wax)

Sculpture: Finishing Day
Throwing Lidded Pots with Porcelain A K Ramberg Marshall
Mouldmaking and Slipcasting David Cowley
ls Black and White Photography dead? Richard Sadler

Calligraphy :Heraldry for Calligraphers Timothy Noad
Traditional and Contemporary Slipware Beryl Sedgwick
Sculpture: Life Modelling in Clay Jo Miller
Exploring Contemporary Painting Techniques L Austin
lmprove your Throwing skills Paula Gny
The Elusive Serving Tray Bian Usher

For free brochure :rO 01895 273482 fax: 0'1895 203250
e.mail : .ac.uk vrnnmr.brunel.ac.uUde

Ceramic materials and equipment

Campbell Road, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 4ET

Tel:01782 745000 Fax:01782 745000

sales@potte rycrafts.co.uk

LoNDoN NoRTH
Kings Yard Pottery, Talbot Road

Rickmansworth. Herts WD3 IHW
lel: Q1923 77Q127

Fax:01923 896202

LoNDoN CENTRAL
8-10 lngate Place

Battersea, London SW8 3NS

Tel: 020 7720 0050
Fax: 02O 7627 8290

K.F.S. ara adivision olkme Marls Ltd.,world
lamous as manutactunrcol gualtty kiln

fumiturs. We have lhousands ol pounds wodh ol
tnditional and modern kiln furniturc now in stock

crncuua & HExAGot{ar xllr{ sHElvEs

SOUIiE & NECTANGUIAN rcUU S'IEIVES

PEBFO'i/ATED & E ABED KII'{ SHELYES
ldlos OFDOnt, Prl{S AtfD FrTTrltGS

CAS'EIJ.ATEDPFOPS

TUBULAN PNOPS FROM O.85'70 3|
cut lo size ifnecessary

,fJI.'I AND REFRACTOFY CEMENT,
8A'T|UASHES

PLUS A UMI71ED SUPPLY OF SUGHT
sEcorros at{o suas

Wa |tava rto rtutirttutn ordcL Naltoilwtdo dahvory scmrcc
availablo. Wa can cul and dill kiln slrclves and ptops to
your spacilicalion. Callors wolcome, For generous help

and advice contacl

Walter Braytord, KFS Department,
Acme Marls Ltd, Bournes Bank

Burslem, Stoke-on-Irent 5T6 3DW
Tel: O1782 577757



AYEFCO LTD
HEMPSTEAD,TOIIGFIELD, BULSTRODE LAIIE, FELOEII, HEMEL

HEFTFORDSHIRE HP3 llBP

PHONE / FeX OL442 242332
YOU COULD BUY ANTY WHEEL ....

....OR YOU COULD BUY A
FITZWILLIAM WHEEL

...-"My Rolls Roycett.....
Mildred Slalter (1970)

...owned my Fitzwiltiam Wheel for Twenty Five
years..... wonderfully comfoftable to use...... a joy to
work on...... still in perfect order......
Mrs C.C. (2000)

...... the Survey (Ceramic Review) told me what I
already know...... have worked on many wheels.....
Fitzwilliam wheel is the best there is......
Mr.D.S. (2000)

The Craftsman Wheel
Fitzwilliam Wheel
Felden Wheel

Ponerv ll'heels desiened bv Menvn Fitzwillism,
available for hire or sale from Ravefco limited

THE POTTERS

WHETnEN YOU ARE A COMPLETE BEGINNER OR A

SEASONED PROFESSIONAL, WE CAN SUPPLY YOU

WITH ALL YOUR POTTERY NEEDS AT THE BEST

POSSTBLE PRICES, AND lF YOU CAN FIND CHEAPER

ELSEWHERE WE WILL DO OUR BEST TO MATCH OR

BEAT ANY QUOTED CATALOGUE PRIGE.

WnY ruoT CALL OR WRITE TO US AT THE ADDRESS

BELOW FOR A COPY OF OUR MAIL ORDER

CATALOGUE.

htte
THE POTTERS CONNECTION LTD

LONGTON MILL, ANCHOR ROAD,
LONGTON, STOKE, ST3 1JW

Tel: (01782) 598729 Fax: (01782) 593054
e-mail : sales@potters-con nection.saqehost.co. uk
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h CERAMATECH
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independent potters 
ilM
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f BOTZ range of lead & cadmium-free
glazes for eafthenware, stoneware &
1150'c firing.

f FllGH FIRING COLOURS range of
glaze & body stains.

I Top & front loading kilns.

I Amaco & Duncan - glazes &
underglazes.

I Mail order - Access & Visa, Trade &
educatlon supplied.

Please contact Steve Rafferty at:

CERAMATECH LTD,
Unltr 16 & 17 Frontier Worlg,
33 Queen Street,
l.ondon Nl7 8JA
Tel: Ol8l 885 4492
Fax: OlSl 355 1563
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